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CONTRACTUAL ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The U.S. Government has rights in this invention pursuant to Contract No. DE-

AC02-76CHOO016 between the U.S. Department of Energy and Associated Universities.

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

The invention relates to burning fuel more specifically, to a fuel burning combustion

head using a low-pressure, high flow atomizing nozzle so that there will be a complete

combustion resulting in a minimum emission of pollutants.

For many years researchers have attempted to develop fiel burners which reduce

emissions caused by unburned fuel. It has been discovered that a complete combustion of

the i%el reduces emissions of pollutants particularly carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and

soot. In burning liquid I%els, the problem is to provide sufficient oxygen for complete

combustion of the carbon and hydrogen in the fiel to carbon dioxide and water, without high

levels of excess air, which leads to reduced operating efficiency. This has led to an

understanding that along with complete mixing, flame temperature and residence time affect

the emissions levels released into the atmosphere. As a result burners have been developed

with a longer residence time and a lower flame temperatures (blue flame). The prior art

includes devices using fuel pressure atomizing recirculating burners (using no combustion

air for atomization), high pressure air atomizing burners which use only a very small fraction

of combustion air for atomization, and low pressure air atomizing burners which use a small

percentage of the combustion air for atomization.

U.S. Patent No. 2,531,538 discloses a fuel burner using pressurized fbel and having

an air control unit that can control the amount of swirl in the air.

Another example is shown in U.S. Patent No. 3,070,150, here the burner uses a low

pressure, air atomizing nozzle however only a small fraction of the air is actually introduced

through the atomizer. Most of the air is introduced in the combustion zone downstream

through a complex series of ports.

U.S. Patents No.’s 3,852,022 and 4,162,888 use oil pressure atomizing nozzles

typical of all modern home oil burners. The combustion air in these burners is split into two
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parts; the iirst at the primary flame zone and the remainder to complete combustion.

U.S. Patent No. 4,285,664 discloses a fuel oil burner using bluff bodies to generate

turbulent wake flows. These wake flows help to mix the fuel and air and stabilize the flame.

Only the fuel is pressurized and atomized for ignition.

U.S. Patent No. 5,085,577, shows a pressurized fiel atomizing nozzle having a

toroidal recirculating apportionment of air between the primary and secondary zones.

What is needed but not provided in the prior art is a fiel burner having the

combination of a low pressure atomizing nozzle which uses all of the combustion air to

atomize the fuel. The advantages of having this configuration would be the ability of the

fuel burner to operate at low firing rates to more finely atomize the fuel, to premix the air

and fuel sooner, eliminates the need for air compressors, eliminate the need for complex and

costly flow baffles and channels to mix additional air and thus, creating a reduction in cost

and complexity of the fiel burner. Finally, it would result in a lower electric power

requirement, a cleaner bum, and a significant reduction in the release of pollutants.
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
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The present invention relates to burning fuel oil; more specifically, to a fuel oil

burning combustion head using a low air pressure, high air flow atomizing nozzle so that

there will be a complete combustion resulting in a minimum emission of pollutants. The

inventors have overcome the problems remaining from the prior art by devising a fuel oil

burner that uses a low air pressure, high air flow atomizing nozzle. A high speed fan or

other means may be used to achieve the required air pressure, and special low pressure, air

atomizing nozzle creates the air pressure required to achieve good combustion performance

in the range of 3 inches of water to 7 inches of water.

The advantages of the present invention are that it uses essentially all of the

combustion air to atomize the fiel and with a head configuration which produces

recirculation.
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It is one object of the invention to provide a fuel oil burner with the ability to operate

at a low firing rate. The improved fuel burner does not result in the use of a high pressure

fuel pump, an additional air compressor, or the introduction of pressurized gases

downstream, nor does it require a complex design with higher cost.

5

It is further object of the present invention to provide such a fuel oil burner that does

not require an air compressor.

It is a fi.u-ther object of the present invention to provide such an apparatus with an

arrangement where the combustion gas recirculation provides a complete burn with reduced

flame zone peak temperature resulting in a reduced pollutant emission into the atmosphere.
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It is another object of the invention to completely eliminate both secondary and

tertiary air flows.
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It is a further object of the present invention to provide such a fiel burner that has a

simple design thereby resulting in reduced cost of manufacture.

Other features and advantages of the present invention will be apparent from the

following description in which the prefemed embodiments have been set forth in conjunction

with the accompanying drawings

20

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

25 In describing the preferred embodiments of the invention reference will be made to

the series of figures and drawings briefly described below.

Figure 1 depicts the fuel burner configuration as taught by the present

invention.
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Figure 2 depicts an alternative embodiment of the present invention.

Figure 3 depicts the invention having a conical shaped surface.

Figure 4 depicts another embodiment of the invention.

There may be additional structures described in the foregoing application which are

not depicted on one of the described drawings. In the event such a structure is described but

not depicted in a drawing, the absence of such a drawing should not be considered as an

omission of such design from the specification.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Reference will now be made in detail to the present preferred embodiment of the

invention, an example of which is illustrated in the accompanying drawings. While the

invention will be described in connection with a preferred embodiment, it will be understood

that it is not intended to limit the invention to that embodiment. On the contrary, it is

intended to cover all alternatives, modifications, and equivalents as may be included within

the spirit and scope of the invention defined in the appended claims.

As shown in figure 1 the oil fiel burner (1) comprises a burner flame tube low

pressure air atomizer nozzle (2). Primary air enters the flame zone through the atomizer (2).

The low pressure air entering at (3) and low pressure fuel (8) accelerate and swirl as they

exit the atomizer (2) as a swirling air jet with a fine spray entrained. The retention plate (5),

baffle plate (7) and flame tube (1) confine the expanding jet forcing a toroidal recirculation

pattern. This recirculation zone (6) provides heat feedback necessary to stabilize the flame.

A strong flow in the recirculation zone (6) reduces the NOX emissions. The invention

comprises a new and unique combination fuel burner which uses a low pressure air atomizer

(2) to create the desired blue flame effect. In addition, it provides for a unique configuration

which creates a swirling effect of the combustion gases. This swirling effect strongly

influences the toroidal recirculation zone (6) leading to the recirculation into the flame of
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combustion products. The combustion products can be relatively cool and low in oxygen.

The baffle plate (7) defines the boundary of the toroidal recirculation zone. The baffle plate

(7) controls the fraction of gas in the recirculation zone which comes from outside of the

flame tube. This improves the flames stability and lowers NOX emissions. The size of the

baffle plate (7) controls flames intensity. A larger baffle generates a hotter, yellow. flame

and a more stable flame, while a smaller baffle plate creates a cooler bluer flame. The bluer,

cooler flame is desired because it results in lower NOX emission. By controlling the size of

the baffle plate, the length of the flame tube the burner can operate in either a blue or yellow

flame mode.

An alternative embodiment is shown in figure 2. In this embodiment 80-95’%0of the

combustion air enters at (12) in the back of the nozzle (11). A very small flow of secondary

air (14) flows through the gap at the face of the nozzle (11). This air (14) keeps the nozzle

(11) cooler and clear of any coke deposits. The small secondary air (14) maybe supplied by

a fan and it maybe educted by the expanding jet flow from the nozzle (11). The low

pressure primary air (12) and fiel (17) accelerate and swirl as they exit the nozzle (1 1), as a

swirling air and spray jet. This jet entrains the surrounding combustion gases inducing a

torroidal vortex. The retention plate (15), baffle plate (1O) and fiel burner walls (9) confine

and strengthen the toroidal recirculation pattern. This recirculation zone (16) provides heat

feedback necessary to stabilize the flame. A strong flow in the recirculation zone(16)

reduces the NOX emissions by entraining into the flame cooler, low oxygen content gas from

down-stream.

Figure 3 shows an embodiment with a conical shaped surface (20) and the walls of

the burner (30) serve to define the recirculation patterns (1 8). The conical walls (20) can be

either a stainless steel cone or ceramic material. The electrode (21), nozzle (24), and flame

sensor sight tube (31) are held in place by a centering plate (25) passing through the conical

walls (20) and exiting through the ignition port (28) and sight port (29) respectively. The

nozzle (24) exits the centering plate (25) and delivers a swirling jet of air and spray at (26).

The conical surface (20) prevents the expanding jet from entraining combustion products

fi-om the outside, forcing the recirculation zone(18) internally along the axis (y). The fuel
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(22) and air enter the nozzle (24) and accelerate and swirl as they exit the nozzle (24) at (26).

The conical surface (20) and the walls of the burner (30a) force a toroidal recirculation

pattern (18) causing a reverse flow of hot gasses toward the nozzle exit (26) along the axis

(Y).

The preferred embodiment as shown in figure 4, uses a combustion high speed air

fa (32) to deliver air into the air tube (33). This supplies all the air flow to the nozzle (34).

This all metal configuration is designed to outwardly mimic a conventional burner. The cold

end of the assembly (35) is held concentric to the air tube (33) by a support plate (36). The

assembly (35) consists of a nozzle (34), electrode holder (37), a flame sensor (38), and a

shield plate (39). The assembly (35) is secured and centered by a retainer (40). The shield

plate (39) seals against a stop ring (41) which is mounted inside the air tube (33). In

operation the combustion air from the high pressure fm (32) is introduced at the upstream

end of the air tube (33) and flows into the nozzle (34). Slots (42) in the retainer (40)

enhances convective cooling provided to the nozzle (34) by air flows from the combustion

air fan (32). The electrode holder (37) and flame sensor (38) are rigidly mounted on the

shield plate (39) and pass back through the retainer (40). The igniter (44) and flame sensor

(38) wiring pass back through the air tube (33) and exit through the rear support plate (36).

By increasing the length of the flame tube (43) a more stable flame is produced. In addition,

by reducing the inside diameter of the choke ring (45) the flame is also more stabilized. This

desired effect however increases the emission of NO, and internal soot deposits. To correct

this, recirculation slots (46) added to the walls of the flame tube (43) and slots around the

perimeter of the choke ring (45), reduce the amount of soot buildup and lower the amount of

pollutant emissions.

Further modification and variation can be made to the disclosed embodiments

without departing from the substance and spirit of the invention as defined in the following

claims. Such modifications and variations, as included within the scope of these claims, are

meant to be considered part of the invention as described.
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ABSTRACT OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to clean burning of fuel oil with air. More specifically, to a fiel

burning combustion head using a low-pressure, high air flow atomizing nozzle so that there

will be a complete combustion oil resulting in a minimum emission of pollutants. The

inventors have devised a fiel burner that uses a low pressure air atomizing nozzle. The

improved fuel burner does not result in the use of additional compressors or the introduction

of pressurized gases downstream, nor does it require a complex design.
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